
Appendix B

International Protection for Computer Software

Intellectual-property issues are of growing interna-
tional concern. Problems like commercial piracyl that
occur in domestic markets have international counter-
parts. The United States currently enjoys a strong
competitive position in international software markets,
and appropriate intellectual-property protections and
enforcement can help maintain our position and reduce
piracy.

With an emphasis on software protections, this appen-
dix briefly reviews existing multilateral and bilateral
treaties that help protect the intellectual property of a U.S.
national via copyright and patent.2

international Conventions and Treaties

Copyright is the predominant form of software protec-
tion in the United States and abroad. In most countries,
computer programs per se are not in principle eligible for
patent protection (although interpretations of these poli-
cies vary in practice among the various patent offices and
courts). However, in some countries (including the United
States) certain types of computer-implemented processes
and algorithms can be patented.3

Copyright and patent protections abroad are substan-
tially similar in form to those in the United States, and
have most of the same advantages and liabilities. Sui
generis protection for software has been proposed but has
not had much of an international impact thus far.4

Copyright
Copyright protection abroad is provided for U.S.

nationals principally through the Berne Convention and
the Universal Copyright Convention.5 The United States
formally joined the Berne Convention in March 1989.
The treaty was first established in 1886 and is the primary
multilateral agreement in the world dealing with copy-
right. It is administered by the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO), an agency of the United Nations.
Berne’s fundamental principle of “national treatment”
requires each member nation to provide the same
protection to works of nationals of other member nations
as it does to works of its own nationals. Berne requires
that a nation provide certain minimum rights in order to
join the convention, including moral rights for the author6

and automatic protection, thus eliminating the former

l$4pir~y”h~ ~ ~fj~ ~ ctie ~~wtjon and ~e of copfight  material without the consent of author or publisher;’  by Publishers Association
andthe httemationall%kmtionof  l%onogram  and Videograrn Producers on Behalfofthe  U.K. Anti-Piracy Group, 1986, cited in Mark L. Damschmeder,
“IntelleetualPmperty Rights andtheGAT1’:  United States Goals inthe Uruguay Round,” VmderbihJottrna/  of Transnurwnal  L.aw,  vol. 22, No. 2,1988,
p. 368, footnote 1.

In this paper, OTAuaesthe  term “piracy”to mean unauthorized commercial reproduction and sale, not unauthorized private (noncommercial) copying.
(For adiscussionofthe  legal status of private copying, see U.S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Copyright andHome Copying: Technology
Challenges the Law, OTA-CIT422  (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, October 1989), ch. 3.)

-y a few countries have extensive trade secret laws.
3W  Su-e CO~ h= not ruled on Whetir computer programs per se are patentable subject matter, but has ruled that computer-implemented

algorithms that are deemed “mathematical algorithms” per se are not statutory subject matter. Courts have thus held that a computer process or algorithm
is statutory subject matter unless it falls within a judicially determined exception like the one for “mathematical algorithms” per se. U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office (PTO)examiners  use atwo-parttestto decide whether patent claims containing ’’mathematical algorithms” are statutory subject matter.
(U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, “Patentable Subject Matter: Mathematical Algorithms and Computer Programs,” 1106 O.G. 4, Sept. 5, 1989).

Inthispaper, OTAsometimes uses phrases like “patents for software-related inventions,““software-related patents,” or “patenting algorithms” to refer
generally to patent protection for computer-implemented processes and algorithms. The PTO considers terms like “software patents” to be a misnomer
because they may be interpreted to mean that a computer program per se (i.e., the sequence of coded instructions itself) is patentable, as opposed to the
underlying cumputer process it carries out. (M. Kephnger,  G. Goldberg, and L. Skillington,  PTO, comments on draft paper, Dec. 18, 1989, pp. 1-2.)

gm World ~til~t~ PrOptmy  org~~on  (WIPG) proposed  sui generis  Mcxkl Provisions on the ROtection  of Computer Software providing
a mixture of patent and copyright protection. The model provisions were not based on the principle of national protection, instead giving computer
software explicit and absolute rights and protection in all signatmy nations. Intended as a guideline for national legislatures, the model provisions have
W been adopted.

5whi}e cW@@t - ~ extend simil~ ~twtion in most co~~es, ~e~ ~ n~o~ differ~es.  ~ West Germ~y,  for example, compllt~ ~
eoasidered  a functional work and must meet a relatively high standard of “originality.” One e “stunate suggests that 90 percent of programs will fail to
meet that standard. (From the lnkusso case, cited by Ian A. Staines, “An Assessment of the European Commission’s Proposal for a Council Directive
on the bgal  Rotection of Computer programs,” The Computer Luwyer,  vol. 6, No. 9, September 1989, p. 21.)

6MOMI  @ts ‘C= ~~e fmrn the eccmomic rights of the author and concern what are usually called rights of paternity and integrity. The right of
-V is* right to k n- as author of a work the right of integrity is the right to object to distortion, other alteration of a work, or derogatory
actton prejudicial to the author’s honor or reputation in relation to a work. Micle 6bis of the [Beme] convention provides that authors shall have the
rights of paternity and integrity. Congress concluded that present law, including unfair competition law and State and common law protection [such as
libel, defamation, or misrepresentation], provides sufficient moral rights to fulfill the obligations of the Beme Convention. Therefore, it is not necessary
for the implementatlo. n act to include additional moral rights.” (U.S. Copyright Office, Circular 93a: The United States Joins the Berne  Union, February
1989, p. 3.)

Under the Constitution, the United States does not accept a “natural right” theory of copyright giving inherent moral rights to the fruits of one’s own
labm. ‘Ihe United States has Wcally considered economic incentives for creativity as the basis for copyright protection.
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U.S. requirements for formal notice and registration.7 The
latter two provisions were perceived as substantial
barriers  to entry by the United States.

The United States is also a member of the UniversaI
Copyright Convention (UCC), which was established and
adopted by the United States in 1955. It is administered
by the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and
Cultural organization (UNESCO), an agency of the
United Nations. The United States withdrew from
UNESCO in 1984 but adheres to the Convention.8 UCC
is also based on the principle of  national  treatment but it
provides less protection than the Berne Convention and
has lower minimum standards. In nations that agree to
both Berne and UCC, Berne takes precedence.

The Berne Convention is recognized in 79 nations,
which gives U.S. nationals protection in 24 countries
where there was no previous copyright agreement.9 The
United States has bilateral copyright agreements with 33
nations as well, often in addition to common Berne or
UCC membership.10 Japan, the members of the European
Community (EC), Australia and Canada are members of
both conventions, while the Soviet Union is a member of
the UCC only.ll While this leaves a large number of
nations in which U.S. works are not protected, the
geographic scope of copyright protection is broad. The
procedures are simple: once copyright exists for a work in
a member nation, it applies in all other signatory nations,
according to their own laws. Computer programs are not
specifically mentioned in either convention, but are
commonly agreed to be included.12

Patent
Securing patent protection in foreign countries is a

much more difficult process than obtaining a copyright.
Patents for any invention are difficult to obtain, due to the

rigorous standards of novelty and nonobviousness. A
patent must be applied for in each country where it is to
be valid-there is no universal patent process.13 This
results in expenditures of time, money, and expert help
needed for dealing with differences in languages and
requirements.

In most countries software per se is not considered
patentable. In many countries (including the United
States) patents can be obtained for computer-
implemented processes and algorithms (see footnote 3).
In some nations (including Canada the USSR, and
members of the European Economic community) a
patent will not be granted if the novel step is the computer
program itself, although in these countries merely having
a computer program as part of the invention need not
automatically disqualify it from patent consideration.14

The United States is a member of the oldest and most
extensive patent treaty, the Paris Convention established
in 1883. This Convention is based on “national treat-
ment,” where both domestics and foreigners are accorded
the same treatment. However, there is no requirement that
software-related inventions be considered patentable.

Other conventions exist that make international patent
protection more convenient, although still not easy.
Through the European Patent Convention (EPC), a single
application for a patent is valid in up to 11 Western
European member nations. The patentee must pay an
extra fee for each country included, but only goes through
a single application and examination. The EPC does not,
however, provide uniform protection; a patent is subject
to the existing laws in each of the member countries. A
second convention is the Patent Cooperation Treaty,
which provides for: 1) an international search report for
prior art, 2) a preliminary examination report for some
countries, and 3) the option to delay applying for a foreign

7The Berne Convention Implementation Act has repealed the mandatory copyright notice requirement (the encircled “c,” w, Md me of ~
@pfi@t  OW@ ad e~~~ed ~ ~u~m~t  to mgist~ a WOk at the Cop@@t Offkx. AMMMgh  foreign authors need not register, them are
si~lcant incentives for a U.S. citizen to register because for them registration is a precondition for a copyright lawsuit award for attorney’s feea, and
statutory damages. (U.S. Copyright (Mice, Circular 93a, op. cit., footnote 6, p. 3.)
~ United States is active on an intergovernmental committee for the UCC and also contributes to and supports the copyright-related activities of

UNESCO.
9 Fi~ fi & U.S.  copyright  Office, Circular 93:  Highlights  of U.S.  AdMWMX to the Beme Convention, April 1989, and Circular93a, op cit.,

footnote 6. Additional members may have joined since these circulars were publiskl.
1~.s. cw~~t ~lu, C~~m 38a: ~ternation~ Copyright Relations of the Uni~d SES, JulY 1989.
111’bid.

12~, for  exmple,  In@  M. Arckens,  “Ob~ning  b ternationd  Copyright ~tection for software: National hlWS and hmxnational Copyright
Conventions,” Fe&ral  Communi cutions  Law Journal, vol. 38, August 1986, pp. 283-300. Max W. Laun, “Improving the International Framework for
the Protection of Computer Softwiue,” University of Pittsburgh Luw Review, vol. 48, summer 1987, pp. 1151-1184.

There are questions, however, about exactly what protection extends to (i.e. is “look and feel” protected by copyrigh~ what is inclwkd in fair use,
tly occurring in the United States over cupyright  protection for software.etc.), similar to the debates curren

13~e  E~~ ~mt  ~vmtim, ~s~~  in mm ~~1  1~~,  ~ ~vide  mu.hinationd  rCCO@tiOXI  of a p-t. The ~ Patent office
(EPO) makes it somewhat easier to obtain patent rights in Europe.

14~ c- awgm  isnot  pata~ble  but ~ ~vmtion  involving  a~pu~p~  w~d n~ ~ mj~~ ol,l@tt.  IIIG=,  COMpUm~&~S

per se are unpatentable. In Brazil, computer programs are not patentable, but semiconductor-chip fmware is patemabie;  in New Zealand canputer
p-s cm k ptieti ~ly indi~tly, by patenting hardware programmed in accdance with the program. South Africa has a statutory exclusion
for computer programs. In the USSR, patent applications are not accepted for ex “ammation  if the claimed subject matter is an algdhrn  or computer
pm-. (Baxter-Sinnott, Workf Luw  and Pr@ice,  vol. 2A (New York, NY: Matthew Bender, 1985), pp. 2A-10 to 2A-12.)
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patent for up to 30 months after the initial filing. An
applicant must still file in each country (or  region such as
theEC)separately,but has greater assurance of being

.

Trade Secret
Trade secret has been the traditionally favored method

of protection for “r  mainframe and minicomputer software
developers in the United States. However, most countries
outside the United States and Western Europe do not
recognize either domestic or international trade secret
protection, although they may have laws concerning
confidential business information that may be similar if
less extensive. Japan is developing a trade secret law;
however, it is not formulated to protect software.15 No
international conventions for trade secret exist. The
validity of trade secret protection for mass-marketed
software (commonly used for PC software) is question-
able in the United States and there are signs that
“shrink-wrap” licensing may not be considered valid in
the European Community in the future.lb

Bilateral Negotiations
Bilateral agreements are another way to protect intel-

lectual property abroad. In 1984, Congress amended the
Trade and Tariff Act of 1974 to require that intellectual-
Property protection be considered in awarding benefits
under the Generalized System of Preference (GSP) for
trading partners.17 Another clause of the 1974 Act section
301, gave the president the power to restrict imports in
retaliation for foreign trade practices that unfairly restrain
U.S. trade. This was strengthened in the Omnibus Trade
and Competitiveness Act in 1988. The amendment,
known as “Special 301,” directs the U.S. Trade Represen-
tative (USTR) to identify “priority countries” that provide
inadequate or ineffective intellectual-property protection.
If it is determined that sufficient progress is not being
made by these nations, the USTR may bring an unfair
trade practice case against the offending country .18 These
pieces of legislation attempt to move countries with
historically weak protection towards international  stand-
dards.

For example, the Republic of Korea Singapore, and
Taiwan have recently negotiated intellectual-property
agreements with the United States. The United States
began bilateral negotiations with each nation in the early
1980s. Then the United States began to apply trade
leverage around 1985, often through the GSP system or
section 301 of the Trade Act. Maintaining relations with
the United States is important to each of these countries
for economic and security reasons. Singapore and Tai-
wan, as emerging centers of high technology in the Region,
will benefit from stronger protection laws. The laws of all
three nations protect software expressly under copyright,
and to the extent established by international standards,
although only Korea has joined the Paris Convention and
the UCC.19

Trade and Competitiveness Issues in the
Global Economy

If the reasons for domestic intellectual property protec-
tion are principally economic, the same is true for
international protection. Software protection has both
direct and indirect effects on trade and competitiveness.
Commercial piracy and loss of royalties result in direct
revenue losses to U.S. firms and the U.S. economy.
Appropriate intellectual-property protection can encour-
age investment and innovation and indirectly strengthen
the U.S. economic position in high technology and in the
business and manufacturing industries supported by
computers and software.20

The United States is the world’s leading innovator and
producer of computer software. Estimates of market
shares, volume, and revenues vary, but one European
study estimates that the United States supplies 70 percent
of the world’s software and accounts for half the world
demand. 21 Another article claims that IBM, the largest
software developer in the world, accounts for 60 percent
of volume in world software sales and perhaps 70 percent
of world operating profits.22 Western Europe is estimated
to have 10 percent of world sales and the Japanese 15
percent. The Soviet Union contributes practically no sales

15~ela  L. ~1~,  ‘ Tmtedons  for Software Under U.S. and Japanese Law: A Comparative Analysis,” Boston College Internutiond  and
Cowywrative  L.uw Review, vol. 7, summer 1984, p. 390.

16~~1  J). ~tt, ‘~-  1~: me ~pact  of unific~m  on Non-E~~ ~pter comp~es,”  lmer~~~ Com@rer @ Advisor, ~iiy

1989, p. 5. See also the section on mahmhing software as a trade secret in app. A.
1~ ~ch=l  c~~w ~ Time@ 1. ~c~s (~.),  /~euec~  pr~e~  Rig~s:  Glo~/  co~ens~,  GIo~/  co@fict?  (B@der  ~d ~(hl:

Westview Press, 1988) especially p. 6; and Robert P. Be&o, Protecting Intellectual Property Rights (Washington, DC: American Enterprise Institute,
1987), p. 11.

18*  ~, ● *Pursuing U.S. Goals Bilaterally: Intellectual Roperty and ‘Special 301 ‘,” Business America, vol. 110, No. 19, Sept. 25, 1989, p. 6.
1* “partmks  were all taken fkom Gadbaw and Richards, op. cit., footnote 17, chs. 8,9, 10.
20~~@~~ prqerty rights promote innovation and intellectual creativity. Their protection and enforcement are essential to the expansion of. temlatioaal  trade, investment, emnomie developmen~  and.. the beneficial distribution of technology.” (“United States Proposal for Negotiatba on

%-Related Aspects of intellectual Roperty  Rights:’ Internazionul  Computerhw  Advisor, June 1989, p. 13.)
21@nmissionof the Eurqean  -unities, “GreenPaperon Copyright and the Challenge of Technology--Copyright Issues Requiring Immediate

AcdoaL” June 1988, pp. 171-172.
-t- cited in ~ Byiinsky, ‘~ ~@ Tech Race: who’s -? Fortune, vol. 114, &t.  13, 1986, p. 28.
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to the West, trying instead to catch up with Western
state-of-the-art. 23 The United States is also the interna-
tional leader in electronic databases: two-thirds of all
databases available on world markets are U. S.-based.24

According to one estimate, the total revenues generated
for the U.S. computer and data processing industries from
foreign markets came to $22 billion in 1987; approxi-
mately $8 billion of that was from SOftWare.25

International Piracy and the Third World
Commercial piracy results in direct revenue losses to

U.S. firms, through loss of sales, loss of royalties, and/or
loss of investment opportunities.26 However, redress of
piracy abroad is often difficult and can involve issues of
technology transfer and assistance to developing nations.
Most of the industrialized, developed countries have
strong intellectual-property protections, whereas many of
the lesser-developed countries either do not have strong
intellectual-property laws or do not enforce them.

Nimmer and Krauthaus27 give two possible reasons for
this lack of enforceable protection. The first is uncertainty
about the ambiguous position of software in relation to
copyright or patent protection. The United States spent
several years deciding whether and how much to protect
software in the realms of copyright and patent. More
recently, Western Europe and Japan have developed
protection schemes for software. In the Third World,
where software development itself is much younger, legal
solutions to protection may be slower than in the more
advanced nations.

The second is a North-South trade and technology
transfer issue, with the views of advanced nations in
conflict with those of the lesser-developed nations.
Advanced nations want to protect the computer and
software industries that are strong sectors in their
economies and want to promote free trade to benefit from
these investments. lesser-developed countries want low-
cost access to technology in order to promote and
modernize business. Many also want to encourage a

fledgling domestic programming industry. The advanced
nations argue that strong software protection will encour-
age both domestic innovation and foreign investment; for
some nations this argument may be well received, but for
others whose development as a high-technology center is
much further in the future, if at all, there is less urgency.

GATT Negotiations

Intellectual property has been included in the current
Uruguay Round of GATT negotiations, scheduled to
conclude in 1990. The GATT (General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade) is the major document regulating trade
in the world, and has not traditionally included intellec-
tual property within its sphere.28 ‘The objective of a
GATT intellectual property agreement would be to reduce
distortions of and impediments to legitimate trade in
goods and services  caused by deficient levels of protec-
tion and enforcement of intellectual property rights:’ the
U.S. position states.29 The European Economic Commu-
nity, Japan, and several other nations have also submitted
proposals in support of including intellectual property
issues in the GATT negotiations, and the United States is
trying to get support from nations such as South Korea
and Singapore that already have developed intellectual-
property laws.30

If a GATT agreement is reached, the parties would
adopt laws with a sufficient amount of intellectual-
property Protection-’ ’sufficient” to be determined rela-
tive to domestic law and international standards. It would
cover patents, copyrights, trademarks, trade secrets, and
semiconductor mask works.31 Conciliation and dispute
settlement procedures would be invoked when informal
meetings fail to settle differences between two nations.
Finally, strong enforcement measures would allow border
control and the withdrawal of GATT  concessions if the
terms fail to be honored. Enforcement is a particularly
important issue to many U.S. software manufacturers,
since currently there is often little they can do and few
remedies against foreign infringers.32

231bidm

24~arence J. Brown, ‘The Globalization of Information Technologies,” The Washington Quarrerly,  vol. 11, winter 1988, p. 94.
23U.S. ~-(mid Trade Commission, “’he Effects of Greater Economic Integration Within the European Community on the United States,” July

1989, ch. 4, p. 39.
MA tiler MOW md discussion of the many ways through which companies experience revenue 10SS can be found in a stUdY by tie U.S.

International Trwie Commission, “Foreign Protection of Xntekctual Roperty Rights and the Effect on U.S. Industry and Trade:’ Febmary  1988, ch. 4.

2T~ymond T. Nimmer  mdp~cia  Krauthaus,  “Classification of Gmputer  ~ftware for hgtd  ~tectiOIX  hlttiiOXld  ~ “ves,’’lnternationd
Luwyer, vol. 21, summer 1987, pp. 733-754.

2sHowev~,  in tie -g  round of negotiations (the ‘fbkyo Round) an antkounterfeiting cde w= diw-.
~’United States proposal for Negotiations. . .,” op. cit., footn~  20, p. 13.
Wadbaw and Richards, op. cit., footnote 17, chs. 8 and 9.
slText of ~ ~P~ su~tt~ by the United sties to ~ GA~, printed in “Uni~  Swes pro- for Negotiations. . .,’’ Op. Cit., fOOtlltXe  20, pp.

15-16.
32~~s~,op. cit., foomote 1; Gadbaw and Richards, op. cit., footnote 17, ch. 2; and Dana Williamson, “Addressing Inadequate Intellectual

-IW protection in the Uruguay Round:’  Busines.s America, vol.  110, No. 9, Sept. 25,1989, pp. 4-5.
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Innovation and Competition
Continued innovation is of great importance to a

high-technology industry such as software. Intellectual-
property protection encourages innovation by providing
incentives for creation and providing some security for
investors. This promotes international competition; if
innovation increases domestically, the United States can
continue to outshine foreign competitors. The United
States is thus far the leading and most innovative software
producer in the world. Not only has the industry
developed earlier here than in other countries, but there is
also a large installed hardware base and domestic market
which makes investment less risky. So far, U.S. industry’s

position in the world market and the individualistic
approach and enterprise of start-up companies have kept
the United States ahead of all competition.

However, there is fear of foreign competition, espe-
cially from the Japanese.33 The Japanese are funding
efforts in programming R&D; they planned to spend $125
billion over 10 years, according to one estimate.34

Artificial intelligence is a major project in Japan; known
as the “fifth generation” project, the general goal is to
make computers think more like humans. Some U.S.
researchers fear that Japanese experience in this area
could give them a head start in parallel processing and
other cutting edge programming techniques.

ss~-k,  H=- at ~ points OUt hOW tk hp$UMSC took control of the initially American semiconductor industry, and arc XWW  ti
world  leaks. (Thomas Kiky,  W@ Tech Heresy,” New  EngfandBusiness, vol. 10, Novanbcr 1988, pp. 62-66.) Also see hwcy, Balkntine, Bushby,
Palmer, and woO& “Japancac Software: The Next Competitive C%a&nge/’ pmpamd for ADAPSO, January 1989.

~Brown, op. cit., foomotc 24, p, 90.


